Satellite limb sounding methods provide the best global temperature data 
Temperature profiles from Global Positioning System radio occultation (GPSRO), par- Faber et al. [2013] 78 derived momentum fluxes from GPSRO profile triads obtained within 2 hrs and 10
• , but 79 even this sampling restriction is insufficient for accurate momentum flux determination.
80
Here, combined measurements from HIRDLS and COSMIC are used to obtain global 81 and seasonal variations in momentum flux. Wright et al. [2011] showed that the effective 
98
HIRDLS gravity wave temperature anomalies are derived after removal of a background 99 temperature as described in supporting information S1. et al., 2012; Ern et al., 2011] . These methods use temperature profiles to estimate the vertical wavelength λ Z spectrum and covarying signals in adjacent profiles are used to estimate the horizontal wavelength measured along the line joining the two profiles [Ern et al., 2004] . We call this wavelength the "apparent wavelength" λ A to distinguish it from the true horizontal wavelength λ T that would be measured if at least three profiles forming a triangle were instead available. (See Figure 1 .) The momentum flux M 2D estimated using these two-dimensional methods is given by
where g is the gravitational acceleration,T is the wave temperature amplitude, andT and 101ρ are the background temperature and density, respectively. These methods are inherently 102 two dimensional, and the apparent horizontal wavelength λ A is generally an overestimate 103 of the true horizontal wavelength (Fig. 1a) . Since the horizontal wavelength is in the denominator of (1), the momentum flux is therefore also generally under-estimated to the 105 same degree. Examples of M 2D for January and July 2007 using the method described in
106
Alexander et al. [2008] are shown in Figure S1 . are derived after removal of a background temperature using the same procedure as for
113
HIRDLS (see S1).
114
The method we use here follows Evan and Alexander [2008] (see their Fig. 10 ) for a triad of profiles to determine horizontal wavenumber. The triad of profiles are assumed to be measured at the same time, and changes in phase between adjacent profiles are assumed due to the horizontal wavelength variations. We consider one RO profile and two HIRDLS profiles forming each triad. The nearest HIRDLS profile to the RO profile lies at the center of the coordinate system, which is illustrated in Figure 1b as the green circle. The red circle is the neighboring RO profile, and the blue circle is the second neighboring HIRDLS profile. λ 1 is the apparent wavelength determined along the blue line joining the two HIRDLS profiles, and λ 2 is the apparent wavelength along the red line joining the closest HIRDLS and RO profiles. The true propagation direction is illustrated in black with angle δ from east determined as:
where θ 1 is the angle of the blue line from east, and θ 2 is the angle of the red line from east.
115
This formula discriminates between northwest-to-southeast and northeast-to-southwest 116 wavenumber orientations, but give direction only with 180
• ambiguity.
117
The analysis of horizontal phase difference between adjacent profiles to estimate hori- balloon measurements [Herzog et al., 2012] .
171
The mean momentum flux using the 2D method is 1.7 mPa, whereas with the 3D method 172 it is 6.4 mPa, an increase by a factor of 3.7. The increase in mean horizontal wavenumber 173 is a factor of 2.5, and this is the main reason for the increase in momentum flux via
174
(1). (Mean wavenumbers increase from 1/888km using the 2D method to 1/354km using 175 the 3D method). The additional 50% increase in the mean momentum flux is due to an 176 increase in wave amplitudes that is afforded by including the sometimes favorable viewing 177 angles of the RO line-of-sight (LOS), which generally lies at an angle to the HIRDLS LOS.
178
Both measurements have similar LOS averaging lengths of ∼100-150 km, and the smaller 179 horizontal wavelength waves are more sensitive to this viewing angle effect on amplitude.
180
To take advantage of this viewing angle effect in our calculations, we use the larger value 181 of covarianceT 2 between the two arms of the triad in Fig. 1b 
Discussion & Conclusions
The focus in this work is on gravity wave momentum fluxes in the lower stratosphere
200
at levels between 17 and 22 km, above clouds that block HIRDLS infrared measurements,
201
but low enough to provide information on how the waves will affect the circulation above.
202
Including COSMIC RO profiles limits the maximum height that can be studied to 40km.
203
This reduces the maximum vertical wavelengths we can examine to ∼20 km, which may 
